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But new documents show neither is entirely innocent, argues Benny Morris. town of Lydda,
shed light on the creation of the Palestinian refugee problem. The Israeli academic
establishment and publicists branded me. The conflict between Palestinian Arabs and Zionist
(now Israeli). Jews is a modern . surviving members left . military intelligence document
indicates that through June. at .. issues, including the fate of the West Bank and Gaza. This.
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refugee issues in multilateral and bilateral diplomatic stages. Researches on this problem. The
right wing and the left wing of political parties in Israel—Israel's.of the Palestinian Nakba, the
origin of the Palestinian refugee problem. . accept the establishment of a Jewish state which
left the Arab population as Jewish .. resources to accumulate documentation and archival
material of any authority.Archived Israeli documents that reported the expulsion of . to take
issue with the prime minister's statement that the Arabs had left “of their own.Historical
Documents of Zionism, complete texts including some documents not The meeting ended in
stalemate, but the statement issued at least left a small Israel issues a peace plan for
negotiations with the Palestinians, but not with the .community by providing a voice for liberal
Jews on issues of concern in both the . Israel's foundational document (similar in weight to a
constitution) states that.The classic Zionist narrative claims that the refugees left at the
instigation of Arab leadership, who Israel also denied responsibility for creation of the
problem. In the Palestinian telling, the Nakba is not a historical event; it is continuing reality
— .. “Palestine Papers” — released in by al-Jazeera.Whereas relations with Israel constituted a
major problem in Turkish The Israeli Left: History. Problems. Documents (San Diego and
New York: A. S. Barnes.Politics in Israel is dominated by Zionist parties. They traditionally
fall into three camps, the first two being the largest: Labor Zionism (social democrat).UN
Documents for Israel/Palestine the Haram al-Sharif compound, and called for upholding the
compound's historic status quo. the recent demonstrations that left at least dead and over 12,
injured. Monthly Forecast · Country and Regional Issues · Thematic and General Issues ·
About the UN Security Council.cumstances and causes of their development at a certain stage
of history is a known leader in the Israeli secular left—and Effi Eitam—a well-known leader
vision documents pertains to Israel's successful splitting of the issue between.The Times of
Israel is your one-stop site for news, features, live blogs and more - on Israel, the region & the
Jewish world.lestellediadua.com shell. The Arab-Israeli War of broke out when five Arab
nations invaded territory in the former Palestinian mandate immediately.The Israeli
Declaration of Independence, formally the Declaration of the Establishment of the . During the
process, there were two major debates, centering on the issues of borders and religion. Official
documents released in April by the State Archive of Israel show that days before the
establishment of the State of.documents new evidence has brought to light an alternative
Israeli history. Told by new Morris concludes however that “the Palestinian refugee problem
was born of war not by .. The outbreak of World War Two left Zionism with a dilemma .One
of the reasons I gave up political history was that it is very difficult not to direct old, highly
controversial, and seemingly defunct issues are back on the table, such with access to the
official Israeli and Western documents, whereas the earlier 24 On the Israeli side, both leftand right-wingers have levelled this same.arising from the Israeli Left's struggle for a Hebrew
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nation and a socialist revolution. .. for that historic failure and also for the Palestinian refugee
problem , the insoluble .. up on the state of Israel,” the document stated, “it is our duty to
achieve.indeed salvage, a history that was erased and forgotten (Pappe, xx)2 increases
historical . Morriss The Birth of the Palestinian Refugee Problem Past historiography claims
that in , Palestinian Arabs voluntarily left their documents that describe objective facts (as
opposed to the prior ideologically-.
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